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Sorry
Ashlee Simpson

Song: Sorry (bonus track)
Tabber: Mark sgurl

Intro:
e--------------------------------------------------------|
b--------------------------------------------------------|
g--------------------------------------------------------|
d--------------------------------------------4-4--4-4----|
a------4h5-4h5---4h5-4h5-----------4h5--4h5-----5-----5--|
E-5-5---------5-5--------------3-3-----------------------|

Pre-chorus:

A5  F#5  G5  Em

A5  F#5  G5

Chorus:

D5  A5  F#5 G5 Em  (2X)

Verse 2:
(same as verse 1)

Pre-chorus

Chorus

Bridge:

A5  G5  D5

Lyrics

Verse 1:
(incorporate guitar riff into first 2 stanzas)
I threw away my phone, I thought that you should know
I d throw away my home, if I had somewhere to go
A5           G5        D5          A5
Anything to stop the circle in my brain
             G5                D5            A5 (start strumming)
Anything is better than you, making me feel lame



Pre-chorus:
            F#5         G5
Twenty-eight days to kick a habit
 F#5                 A5
Twenty-eight days to let you go
         F#5            G5
Twenty-eight days and I ll be on my own

Chorus:
D5                               A5
All my life I ve been sorry for something
                   F#5                         G5    Em
Something gets me nothing and nothing s such a waste
D5                                 A5
All this time I ve been saying I m sorry
                 F#5                   G5      Em
Why should I be sorry for all of your mistakes
A5                 G5     D5
  Why should I be sorry? (sorry)

Verse 2:
A5                 G5    D5              A5
I ve had enough of you, please forget my name
                      G5                D5            A5
I m runnin   round on empty, I m still tryin  to get away
A5           G5        D5              A5
Anything to kill, the consciousness of you
             G5            D5           A5 (start strumming)
Anything to rid myself of all the fowl abuse

Pre-chorus:
           F#5          G5
Twenty-eight days to kick a habit
F#5                   A5
Twenty-eight days to let you go
           F#5          G5
Twenty-eight days and I ll be on my own

Chorus:
D5                               A5
All my life I ve been sorry for something
                   F#5                          G5   Em
Something gets me nothing and nothing s such a waste
D5                                 A5
All this time I ve been saying I m sorry
                 F#5                    G5     Em
Why should I be sorry for all of your mistakes?

Bridge:
A5                                               G5
Now you ll know what it feels like to bite your tongue
                         D5
Now you ll know what it feels like to be the one



A5                                               G5             D5
Who walks around with knots in his stomach; I ve been there and I ve done it
A5                                                   G5         D5
And now you ll know what it feels like to always be afraid of everything you had
wanted to say
A5                            G5                 D5
Who s sorry now, who s sorry now, WHO S SORRY NOOOOOWWW!

Chorus:
D5                               A5
All my life I ve been sorry for something
                    F#5                         G5    Em
Something gets me nothing and nothing s such a waste
D5                                  A5
All this time I ve been saying I m sorry
                  F#5                  G5      Em
Why should I be sorry for all of your mistakes  (3x)


